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No man should be educated to a point where he believes labor is undignified—Theodore Roosevelt

indent
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NEWS
BSrWin Canham, '25
Washington <'orrespondent
THOMAS

MUSGRAVE

- — o

GOV. GARDINER AND PRES. GRAY
OFFICIALLY OPEN COLLEGE YEAR
THIS MORNING IN BATES CHAPEL

Chief Executive Defends Public Officers Declaring- Mistrust Of Them Proves DisastrousCollege Brings Responsibility
8

Student Will Give
Yale Score Here
A period by period score and
Nummary service for out-of-town
football jiil"','s "ill bo inaiiReratod at approximately :i:<x> 1". M.
Saturday by the Student when tin'
returns of the Yale name will be
announced ©a Ihe Chase Hall
bulletin board, Phone calls will
also he answered.
This service, made possible by
results telegraphed to the Student, will he continued for other
games anil may even be made
more complete if there is sufficient interest.
Call 44SM1 for result*.

TO-NIGHT-6:45

PRICE TEN CENTS

LEWISTON, MAINE, THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 29, 1932

THE

Will Bates LOM
The Basketball Tournament

FOOTBALL RALLY

STUDENTS PLAN ROUSING
SEND-OFF TO BATES ELEVEN
TACKLING YALE SATURDAY
Parade And Celebration To Begin In Front Of
Alumni Gymnasium This Afternoon At 6:45—
Speeches To Be Given In Union Square

Pres. Gray Greets
1936 To Open
Freshman Week Arnold Adams in Morey Confident
Charge of Rally Of Good Showing
Points Out Beauties Of

By CLIVE KNOWLES
BASKETBALL
"There seems to be prevalent a
This section of Maine has for natural mistrust of government and
years looked to Bates to conduct governmental officials, which, if it
Ihe basketball tournament early in •becomes widespread will prove disMarch to determine its inter-scho- astrous. . .we are banded together
champions. For years the col- for the purpose of assuring to each
lege has done this, first in her own individual member of the state the
gymnasium and later in the Lewteton possibility of life, and life more
Armory. The winner plays the win- abundant. We are part of this coner of a similiar tournament held by operative enterprise and unless we
"No question but what Bates
In order to give the Bobcat grid
the University of Mane at Orono are willing to assume our full share
will give Yale a very busy afterartists
an
appropriate
send-off
when
of
responsibility
as
individuals,
we
for the state- championship. This
to the
they leave for New Haven tonight, noon," said Coach Morey
The
game alternates 'between here and cannot expect to succeed.
Student this morning, when quesa
parade
and
celebration
has
been
amount
of
service
which
we
can
Orono.
About 200 Freshmen listened to ! arranged to start in front of the tioned about the prospects for the
For exactly the same number of render to the collective life of the
President Gray's words of welcome gym at six forty five. The student game at New Haven. "Right now,
community
will
depend
upon
our
Sunday evening. October 2, Bates
Members of the class of 1936 last Monday night at the occasion
years other agencies instigated, no
stage, and
body, led by the College band, will at this inexperienced
doubt, by merchants
and
others, position and circumstance, but we students, and all those citizens of were introduced to upperclassmen, of the opening of Freshmen week
hampered by an epidemic of colds
must
be
willing
to
assume
our
full
Lewiston and Auburn who are inter- and,upperclassmen met student and in Chase Hall. Harry W. Rowe, As- accompany the team bus down town that are running through the squad,
have tried to wrest the privilege
1. will be able to hear one of the faculty friends again at the annual sistant to the President, was chair- to Union Square .in front of Peck's and besides, the loss of Brud King,
(rom Rates and Lewiston. Nearly share. In this lies .the formula for
reception,
last man of the meeting, and other; store, where speeches will be made
every attempt has been made short- a better conduct of public affairs." most accomplished and widely-known "I am-—you are"
McCarthy, Tubby Gorham, and
College Coiuse Not Hffagia
leaders in the field of modern litera- evening in the Alumni Gymnasium. speakers were Robert Swett '33, of by Coach Morey, the acting captain, Olin
ly after the close of the tournament
Dick Secor, who will not make the
With these prefatory remarks ture. William Butler Yeats, the Irish The "I am- y >u are" party was
and others.
in the spring. Portland with its eye
Che
Student
Council,
and
Lucille.
trip,
incapacitated
by injuries reArnold Adams '33 is cooperating
on the large attendance and bulk of | Governor William Tudor Gardiner playwright and poet will speak on sponsored by '.he Y. M. C. A. and Jack '33, President of the Student i with
ceived in the Arnold game, the atThomas
Musgrave,
Managing
guest
speaker
at
the
opening
chapel
subjects
of
literary
interest.
V. W. C. A. and was attended by a Government. Professor Crafts, asbusiness attracted by the annual
has been
slowed up,"
the
this morning, went on to say that so
Editor of the Student, in making tack
The coming speaker excels in his large number of the student body stated by
event would like to add .that to its
Fred Donald '33. and the arrangements. When Musgrave Coach said.
far
us
he
had
been
able
to
observe,
mounting list of headlined sporting
use of Irish folklore, not only in and members of the faculty.
George Austin '33, led the singing asked the coach to speak, Morey
With a starting line-up including
college men were about as good as poetry, but also in plays, tales, esGreetings to the Freshmen class if Bates songs.
events.
four sophomores of the strong
agreed
saying
that
he
felt
demonsthe
average
politician.
"There
is
. says, and sketches. Mr. Yeats, to- were extended by Mildred A. Move;
Every one so far has faded. In the
President Cray, in welcoming the
like this were needed on freshman team of a year ago, howmeantime the organization of the nothing magical in a college edu-| getner with La(|y Gregorv, Eaw:in, '33, president of the Y. W. C. A. Freshmen, pointed out the beauties trations
advantage
of the
the
campus
to give to the team the ever, and the
cation
in
mtaters
of
politics
of
anyMortyn, and George Moore, founded and L. Donald Pond '33, president
tournament has improyed.
weight of Clemons in the center of.
campus and the State of extra enthusiasm it needed.
thing else." The Governor concluded an Irish Literary Theatre, through of the Y. M. (". A. in behalf of ,)f tlii
This fall a new threat has appear- h s
"Rallies." the coach said, "make the lire, flanked by Oilman and
that promises to be a harder one * o remarks with the statement that which many of his greatest poetic those organisations.
The program Maine as a whole. His usual style
'"-_-.
i there seems to be an idea among gifts were brought to the public. included accon ian selections by Al- of light sarcasm was in evidence tor a more healthy school spirit. Soba in the guard positions, both
to dispel.
and had the Freshmen in a .jovial and I have always found that such tipping the scales over 190, and
many
citizens
that
the
public
This is true both because of the treasury has some mysterious source There was, in fact, no drama of ums Thorpe '"t, and selections on mood. The President also discussed things aid the morale of the team". Berry and Stone at the tackles.
organization proposing the change of supply which never gives out. literary significance in modern Irish the violin by Norman DeMarco '31. the purpose of a college career, and
The. proposed
parade route in- Bates may present a stalwart Una
literature before the establishment Refreshments I ere served.
and its terms. The Ralph D. Cald- This idea is false. The money in the
wished
the
entering
class
success
in
cludes
a
inarch
from
the gymnasium to the hest that Yale has to offer.
Students wee aided in "getting
The line-up announced by Morey
well Post of the American Legion public treasury is contributed with of this theatre. Mr. Yeats's lyrical acquainted"
their work and play.
to Parker Hall where it will take
by
Cards
on
which
dramatic
ability
is
perhaps
best
has named a committee to investi- difficulty by the many citizens which
to Sabattus.
from this morning is the same which
Swett, adding bis welcome on be- College street
represented in his play.
"The fellow stml.ni- and members of the
gate .the advisability of transferringj make up our nation, and should be Countess Cathleen." In recognition
half of the men of the student body. Sabattus to Main and Union Square. started the Arnold game with the
the tournament
to Portland
and available only to make life richer of this ability, the playwright re- faculty wrote their names.
gaid that he and others would be Adams will introduce the speakers exception of Hill repacing McCleod
staging it in the large Exposition for the largest number of people. ceived the Nobel Prize for literature
riaily to help at anytime with the and Cheer-leader Johnny Stevens at right end, and Pricher and Wilmot at the half back positions:
Building.
Finally, he ventured the wish that in 1923. He is, in fact, extremely
will lead the yells.
problems facing the Freshmen.
The terms promise to be particu- the training received at Bates would well fitted to fulfill the requirements
Murphy, L. E.
Lucille
Jack
spoke
for
the
women
Berry. L. T.
larly attractive to the high schools. enlarge the horizons of each student, of a speaker brought to Bates by the
of
the
college,
and
said
among
Other
In the past expenses have been paid, and .make possible for each a richer George Colby Chase Fund, which
Oilman, L. G.
things that the newcomers wouli
but the American Legion proposes life, so that in turn each will except are: "That speakers shall be eelect("lemons, C.
be
judged
by
those
already
here
not
Soba. R. G.
dividing either all or a good deal of his responsibility and help to make ed who have done something worthy
for
what
they
did
or
what
th<
y
Stone, R. T.
the profits with the teams particip- possible for the greatest number of special commendation, who have
were
before
coming
to
Bates.
but
Hill R. K.
ating.
of citizens the fullest possible life.
a message, and who can deliver it in
for
what
they
would
accomplish
McCluskey, Q. B.
Off-hand this proposal appears like
Following the prelude, the faculty such a 'manner as will be helpful to
during
their
stay
at
Bates.
a formidable challenge .to Bates' re- marched in, clad in their academic College students."
Pricher, L. H. B.
The
women
of
Bates
will
be
inUnder the leadership of Prof.
Wilmot, R. H. B.
taining the tournament. The plan to robes. Sylvester Carter '34. wellterested in this year's program of Crafts, the Freshmen, and possibly
Knowles, F. B,
divide the receipts is nearly irresisti- known
First (linse lyocturc of Year
Bates
baritone was the
the Student Government board, one some of the upperclass-men present,
The nh.>v( line-up reveals that
ble.
soloist for the occasion.
The lecture is the first
in this of the nrlsl i
tractive
set
of
plans
weninstructed
In
the
words
and
the kicking will be handled by Bill
The personnel
of the American
OeUegce 94*11 Live
year's
series
to
be
sponsored
by
the
ever
undertaken
by
that
body.
The
tunes of the various popular Bates
Pricher. and the passing by McClusLegion must be reckoned with. BePresident Gray began his address George Colby Chase Lecture Fund.
badges
were
key. The latter may also be used at
cause the finalists each year are by .pointing out that the very fact Thta fund, which was established program seeks to meet the needs Bongs. Identification
and
increase
the
benefits
of
the
codistributed, with explanation by Mr.
a half position if Pricher has to be
nearly always Portland teams, and oif the presence of such a large group June 2S. 1906 in honor of George
eds
in
social
and
recreational
activRowe.
The Bates Summer School, under removed from the game, in which
because among .the iLegionaires we of seekers after a higher education Colby Chase, former president of
ities,
and
provides
more
convenien-TO:
the direction of Prof. Samuel F. case the signal barking duties will
find a great many men who are im- was a sufficient indication of the Bates College, was endowed by the
portant commercially and civilly, fact that the American colleges are late Honorable William Wallace ces In the women's dormitories and
Harms, bas concluded its six weeks be divided between Bernie Loomer,
dining
room.
the dollars and cents motive in the still members of a living institution.
si sion with 283 students, teachers. Chick Valicenti,
brother
of last
Mr. Stetson, once Superhands of an aggressive group of men iRemarking on the controversy which Stetson.
lompared with 320 in 1031 and year's star quarter-back, and Walt
HlBWVate Sunday Teas
intendent of the Public Schools of
251
in
1930.
The
normal
is
conis going to make itself felt.
Gay, who made a favorable imhas centered about the colleges of Maine, by the establishment of this
The board has been clearsighted
sidered MO.
pression last week in the Arnold
our country he said, "
all this permanent lecture course fund, has In recognizing the needs of the
The
social
director.
Mary
E.
CAXHAM
game. Both Gay and Valicenti are
discussion is ample proof that, de- done a great deal toward the dis- women in social activities and has
Geary,
provided
many
entertainsophomores. Hill, who is starting at
spite the melancholy contentions of semination of knowledge on subjects planned to meet them
in several
ments
which
made
a
somewhat
inErwin Canham '25, who was re- writers like Van Loon and H. G. of national and international tan ways. Beginning Oct. 1, a series of
end for the first time, is likewise a
We extend to you. Members of the
formal
atmosphere
about
the
camgraduate from last year's frosh
cently named Washington
corres- Wells, we are not engaged in a post- portance, especially among Bates Sunday afternoon teas will be held la-.- of 1936. a most sincere and
pus.
Every
Friday
night
were
socials
pondent of the Christian Science mortem examination of a defunct students. The speakers have always in Rand reception room to Which hearty greeting.
team.
We welcome you
which
varied
from
dances
vrith
Monitor, represents one of the best institution". He continued by show- been selected with the utmost care, all co-eds are cordially
Invited. Into our Student Body as a group
Yale to Miss Booth
games,
;o
minstrels
and
pop
conexamples of achievement of Bates ing that it is important that the in- being representatives of govern- Several faculty ladies will be pres- containing
great
possibilities,
a
certs.
As
for
Yale, the prevailing statedividual student look ahead to the mental, scientific, educational, and ent every Sunday,
men in recent years.
and short pro- group in which our highest hopes
Other social events were a harbe- ment seems to be "Well, Booth is
Since leaving college he has been real objective of a liberal arts edu- religious interest?. Shailor Matthews., grams will be presented. -Mary are placed, a group whose eagerness j
a Rhodes scholar at Oriel College. cation. This objective is not that of Dean of Divinity in Chicago Universi- O'X.-il '33 is Chairman Of the com- will prove to be an additional tonic flue on Mt. David, a shore dinner, gone." No doubt, the small triple
t li •• at wonder will be missed by the
and asset to our college life.
and a cabaret in Rand Hall.
Oxford, correspondent for the Moni- a school of law. medicine, theology ty; Professor Philip Marshall Brqwn. mittee.
Chapel attendance was voluntary. New Haven college. His ability to
Freshman stunt night will be held
The Student Government Board is The
tor at the League of Nations and or business administration, which of Princeton Uniiversity: Dr. John
majority
of
the
speeches
were
1
the pig-skin when Yale was in
Correspondent of La Revue des Na- prepare a person for activity in a George Buker. missionary to China; in place of Freshmen school. BJvery exceedingly anxious that you recog- by the faculty though a few were apunt
tight pinch or to drop-kick between
tions, within four years after gr£ special field, but its objective is to Krnest Gruening. Editor of the Port- Freshman co-ed will take part in a nize that one of our prime functions, from the outside.
the bars when three points meant
duation.
The last three years he train the mind of the student to land Evening News: and Stephen "stunt" planned by her dormitory is to help you to orientate yourselves;
The "Campus Rumpus" in its six something to his alma mater, to say
has heen on the editorial staff of think clearly, constructively and Leacock. the humorist, are among or group, and talks will be given by to the many new experiences which issues added interest in college nothing of his ability as a passer and
the Monitor with headquarters at creatively. The emphasis in such an I those who have come to Bates under upperclassmen on Bates traditions, you will encounter here. We would affairs among the students. It was
ball carrier will make him conspieducational process must be on
the George Colby Chase Fund.
Student Government, and the facul- have you feel free in the knowledge! entirely jocular. Its editor. Alden acuous
Geneva.
by his absence more.
ing rather than doing, and success
ty. The meeting will be informal that we are your Board, to call upon . Woodworth, enlivened it with many
His undergraduate activities are in the field depends on the student
Not that the Yale backifield is
at
any
time
for
advice
or
aid.
and Will provide a friendly setting
a testimony of his industry and abiSTUDENT MEETING
carica.tures of the faculty.
shabby. On the contrary. Coach Mai
Continued on Page 2 Col. «
for the introduction of the FreshAt this time your expectations and
lity He was editor-in-chief of the
One of the most popular courses Stevens is putting a lot of faith in
men to the upperclassmen and fa- anticipations are great. The Student was Mary T. Harvey's
Student
the Freshman Handbook
Dramatics. some of his cohorts. Bob Lassiter,
USED BOOK SALE
There will be a meeting of the culty.
Government Roard is happy to hope The (.laiS!: presented "an evening of a tall and heavy Junior from Charthe Garnet, and the Mirror. He
editorial
staff
of
the
Bates
Student.
A Hallowe'en costume party and with you that they may be fulfilled plays which included Galsworthy's lotte. N. C, is potentially a star, and
The Y.M.C.A. Second Hand Rook
claimed dramatics with a memberFriday afternoon at 1:00 P. M. in
"The Escape".
weighs thirty-five pounds more than
ship in the 4A Players. As a 1U« Store at the Y office in Chase Hall Room 1. Hathorn Hall. All fresh- dance for women only will be held in your four years here at Bates.
in
Rand Hall, and each dormitory
And to the Student Body as a
The college attempts to have the Albie Booth. His work in the Yaledebater for three years he| Partlc' will be open ifrom 9:00 to 12:00 men and upperclass students inter- will hold a party of the type wished
whole we would remind you that it majority of the faculty outside the Princeton encounter last year when
pated in that famous English
de and from 1:00 to 4:00 on Thursday ested in obtaining positions on the
balfin the City Hall, and atooaa and Friday. It will also be open Student should be present at this by the members of the house, plan- is our desire to promote the best regular Bates teaching staff. A few he made distance practically every
ned
by
the
house
council
under
the
interests of the Student body; that regular Bates professors, however. time he put his mits around the ball,
Delta
Sigma Rho
for the
same Saturday morning and each after, „ supervision of the Student Govern- it is only through your cooperation taugllt tnis summer in order to give made Stevens look forward to this
time. For three years fanham «a= noon next week. The upperclassmen meeting.
The
present
members
of
tne
stau
that our plans for constructive work the Rt„dents a taste of what the coming season.
an active member of the «*««* are urged to make use of this agency are urged to attend. Important mat- ment board.
can be carried out.
regular session of the college is like.
Then, there's Dud Parker doing
Parties in Locker Building
club, the Spofford. He found time in selling their books and the Freshwill
be
discussed.
In
the
abLUCILLE JACK. Pres.,
These were Professors Fisher, Gould, the signal barking, Levering as a
for the Presidency
of the Outing men will very likely 6ave money by ters
editor,
The women's locker building will
Student Govt'. I Mabee, and Quimby.
half back with more defensive
ying'iheir hooks there when ^■^-"".■ff'SS. charge be used as a social room two eveClub and the same office of his juability than the other teams like
can.
nings a week. The women may enni
to see, and Joe Crowley no second
%Cs!ae38 this work while costertain there using the facilities of
rater at the full back job.
ting daily to Auburn, he left Bates
the room for games or parties. Mary
Line Not So Good
with a Phi Beta Kappaa key and
Gardiner '34 is in charge of the arWhen Stevens looks at his line
rangements.
0
S
problem, however, the big grin turns
" HTS 'father
is the
agricultural
A plan for a social and recreainto a shadow. As for the right side
Here is a man who was born in an obscure village, the
editor of the Lewiston Sun-Journal
tional center for women is also unof the line, there isn't any. The
child of a peasant woman. He grew up in another obscure
and one of Bates' most popula.
der consideration.
dealing out of 1932 sheepkkine saw
Magazines have been placed in
village. lie worked in a carpenter -shop until He was Unity,
speakers.
the going of Eddie Rotan, Gap Hall,
He
each
dormitory
reception
room
for
was
an
itinerant
preacher.
:o:
'
Hertie Barres, the last one of the
and "then for three years H.
the benefit of the girls. The Saturcountry's highest rated ends last
iTeverTrot^'a ££ Tie never held an office. He never owned
day Evening Post and Reader's Diyear.
•Thome
He never had a family. He never went to co le«re.
gest, selected last year by the coDue to this fact, Yale is likely to
lie never put his foot inside a bi« city. He never traveled two
eds ' will be available to the memJapanese athlete, and Miller and exp*eriment plenty in the game with
By ARNOLD ADAMS
bers of every dormitory. House sel !£J ™ les from the place where He was born. He never
Jefferson of the United States were Bates, especially since its schedule
niors were on campus during Freshthe vaulters. At 13'6" all the other starting the following Saturday sees
!'t!?3 the th U that we usually attribute to greatness.
Member V. S. Olympic team
men week to he of assistance to
competitors had dropped out with the Eli facing Chicago, Brown, the
f
He had no
credentiars but Himself. He had nothing to do with
Freshmen. Fiske dining hall condino ut
The Tenth Olympiad was a marvel- the exception of those mentioned Army. Dartmouth on succeeding
lie nau
'
,
- ,d power of His divine manhood.
tions are to be improved by a com- ous success from every angle. Prac- and Bill Graber. Graber wasn't in the Saturdays as well as Princeton Nov.
mittee under Ruth Benham '33.
%UtfS a^mam -he Se of popular opinion turned
tically every record was broken in same condition as when he set the 12 and Harvard Nov. 19.
Willie STit <
0ne of them demed Hlm
Changes in Rules
the events as well as In attendance. world's record at Palo Alto.
At the lower heights Nayjaima and
The following changes in Student From my point of view they were
ife'wi tu neJ over to His enemies. He went through the
successful in that the American Jefferson were vaulting with the
Government rules have been made:
i V
trial
He was nailed on a cross between two
least
form while .Miller was having
Entertaining hours begin at 2.30 athletes made 6uch a splendid showmockery_of •JStoMW "ambled for the only piece of property
The first of this year's Saturday
P. M. Sunday. On Saturday nights, ing. Their performances were a tri- quite a time in clearing the hair.
thieve*. His executione:s ;a
^ ^ ^ ^ ^
night dances will be held October
None of the other men were able
Varsity
entertaining hours extend to 10.45 bute to the American system of
first. These dances are one of the
^HewallU * was take, down and laid in a borrowed
P M Other Saturday night privi- athletics. It was the first opportunity to clear 13'10" on their first two atOctober 1 —Yale at Rent Haven
oldest of Bates traditions and.Jthat American athletes ever had to tempts but Nyjama with a pretty
leges extend to 11.00 P. M.
October 8 —Tufts at Medford
grave through the pity of a frmnd.
^ fa
though they have been enthusiast!
Upperclassmen may ride three compete under conditions to which vault cleared the pole. With none of
October 15—Rhode Island at
.the
Americans
looking
to
be
in
concally attended in past years, tney
they
were'
accustomed.
At
every
hours without permission.
Nineteen ™lc cent™.«" JJJ and lhe leader of.. .progress.
Kingston
promise to be even more successful
previous Olympic Game housing dition. it seemed as if the Jap would
Freshmen
women
obtaining
an
the
centerpiece.
o
the
hW»£
,
,
October 22—Maine at Orono
that all thc annil
conditions
or
training
conditions
win.
The
crow
had
not
figured
on
this year The new plans are "«"
average rank of 80% for the first
October 29—Rowdoin HERE
the management of Bob Swett and
however.
I am tar ^J^^fJJJ navios that ever were built, and
semester are entitled to sophomore were bad. To the citizens of Losi Bill Miller of Stanford,
November 11—Colby HERE
that
ever
marched,
andaU
tMi™
^
Angeles
and
the
State
of
California
I
With
only
a
short
take-off,
he
left
Olive Knowles. The dance Is to De
rules during the second semester.
Freshmen
held in the Alumni Gymnasium,
we
owe
many
thanks
for
providing'
the
ground
and
cleared
the
bar
by
The New England Association of
' several Inches. At the next height
October 28—Rucksport Seminary
instead of in Chase Hall, as was
Women's Student Governments, of adequate quarters this year.
Nautrally, every race was a won- both he and the foreigner cleared
HERE
customary last year. The Bobcats,
which Lucile Jack '33 is president
with their promising, new direct°r'
and Rebecca Carter '33, secretary, derful sight, but in my mind, one of the bar on their first try, but at
November 5 ——Coburn Classical
Author
Unknown.
the
field
events,
the
pole
vault,
was;
14'1",
Miller
was
the
only
one
over,
Tom Gormley,
are to furnish tne
HERE.
will hold its annual conference a
the most spectacular. Nayjama, ai
Continued on Page 3 Col. One
music. The managers promise everyBates this Spring.
one the full value for his thirty-five
cents admission lee.

Wm. Butler Yeats
Here October 2
In Chase Lecture "I Am-You Are"
Irish Playwright Was Party Held Last
Nobel Prize Winner
Night In Gym
In 1923

Student Gov't
Announces New
Program for Year

Campus And State
Of Maine

i Social Life Not
Neglected At
Summer School

263 Teachers, Students
In Attendance

Student G. Head
Extends Greetings

HERE IS A MAN

Opening Y Dance
Of Year In Gym
Saturday Night
New Location Promises
More Success for this
Popular Function

ADAMS, BACK FROM OLYMPICS,
TELLS IMPRESSIONS OF GAMES
Calls Pole Vault Event Most SpectacularSays Housing- Conditions Were Excellent—Japs Good Athletes

Football Schedule

I
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THE BATES STUDENT, THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 29, 1932
I

seen who teemed to have developed the ability to think as individuals for themselves, «'ho through contact With living personalities on
TH1F. RATF^ SlTI
D1RMX &e I!;l,,s 'acuity had learned as much more ajrain as all the books
J
'
'■'
'* '
'
' ' *
had taufrht them, who knew the value of (piiet and serene consideration of the things which they are doing and a calm and dispassionate evaluation of these thinprs in the light of the highest theat they
knew. It is thus that men ..'row and learn to live. It is the personalEDITOR • IN - CHIEF
ities that are to be found here that will give ns an understanding
Clive Knowles. '33
(Tel. 81121)
of the world in which we live. It is the friendships which we make
Publishing Office Tel. 4400
here that will live after the last memorized formula has slipped from
MANAGING EDITOR
BUSINESS MANAGER
Thomas \V. MuHgr.ii'v. '»4
' A. .1. Latham. .Ir.. •S3 our minds.
(Tel. 83364)
(T>1. BM63)
We ought to recognize this fact, and in our dav in and day out
General News Editor
,'■ Editor
Frank Murniv. '94
Elinor Williams, '33 routine if college life is really to mean anything to us. W<8 ought to
(Tel. j:.73)
(Tel. -i".I i)
cultivate consciously deep friendships. We will have to learn that
Debate Editor
Sports Editor
Helen Ashe, '33 the art of living is to be found through associations with personal'
Vinci-nt Helloaii. '58
(T.I. 1071 Ml
(Tel. -J.-.TIi)
ities who have themselves learned the art of living graciously. In
Intercollegiate Editor
Women's Athletics
Mildred Holly* ....I. ;;:i
Dorothy O'llara, '33 the common search for knowledge and the truth there will develop
that which will make our four years at Bates as much a venture in
REPORTOP.IAL STArF
!>>i»n iireutt. '33
l>or» W. McAllister. '34
Valerjr Burati, '32
living as a preparation for life.
Ali... I'lirinclnn, '33

The Spectator
Number 4

Somewhat peevish at being driven
bark to the city by the change of
seasons, we found Sir Roger not in
good humour when he entertained
us last evening. Dinner was served
with all the dignified simplicity
characteristic of our host, yet convernation seemed to lack the vivacity
which the old gentleman can usually
be depended upon to bring to it. We
were soon to learn that his unusually
sombre aspect had sorrier sources
than a mere change of climate.
Retiring to the library for our
coffee, we sipped silently, awaiting
Albert Oliver, '34
Norman Mm-llnmild, '32
the suggestion of some subject of
Margaret Ranlett, '33
Theodore Seamon, '34
Kulli llinham. '33
di.i.-ussion by our peculiarly quiet
Dorothy NIHJ.IOS. ':!3
lili/.ibeth Foadirk. '3.">
Frank Hvr.ni. '33
Welcome
to
'36
Kenneth Wood. '33
Willard Hintaa, '35
and uncommunicative host. He setRORCT Darby, '88
Eu*en> Ashton. '34
Margaret Ifoxte. '35
Amy Irish, <B3
We welcome the class of '.'$(» to a place in the life of the college tled himself comfortably in his chair
Marjorie Bennett. '34
l.H.ill.i .Park. '88
Dorothy Kimball. '35
before the grate, staring contemplaNancy Crockett, ':'. I
Carl Milliken. '8S
Florence .lames, '88
in behalf of the publications of the college. The next four years tively at the coals, and began to dteJohn llanley, 3 1
Thelma Kitlredee, '89
Jean Murray, '85
will pass quickly; you will assume control, and in vour turn' will eiiss the day. Not far along in his
Clayton Hall, '33
Robert Kramer, *3."»
Charles Richter, '33
Franklin Herkover, '33
be displaced by those who will be coming in as freshmen in '35. We discourse, it became obvious that his
MANAGING DEPARTMENT
BUSINESS DEPARTMENT
chief concern at the moment—as
Harold E. Smith. '84 urge on each member of this new class, the necessity for developing
Isidore Axik, '34
Charles Whipple. '34 within himself the ability to express himself clearly and concisely ever—was the future of the state
Nathan Milhury. ':•.I
and Its citizens. Being a justice of
Charles Povey, '34
Bond Perry, '85
Arthur Ainrein. '34 upon those matters which effect the individual and the college. The the quorum, he is necessarily a carePowari afeLaan, '85
Richard MeAlister. '35 (lamet offers to those who are blessed with the gift of catching the ful and thorough student of parliaEdward Dob*. '35
James Oliver. '3.'»
Francis HatebiiM, '85
beauty of the sunset in a cup of golden words the opportunity to mentary administration, and more
Gordon Junes, '35
share
their talent with their fellows and to bring greater appreci- than that knows each new law and
Subscription, $3.00 per year in advance.
Single Copies, Ten Cents.
can tell you who proposed it. This
ation
of
the beautiful. The columns of the Student are always open slimmer a special session of the
Written .N'otice ol change of address should be in the hands of Hie Business Manager
one week before the issue in which the change is to occur.
to those who care to use them to express opinions or to advance any Upper House manipulated some old
The Editor is responsible for the editorial column and the general policy of the
laws and added some new. quite
suggcstions which may help to improve our community.
paper, and the Managing Editor of all the articles in the News Columns.
Member of New England Intercollegiete Newspaper Association.
unbeknownst to the dear fellow. On
The
administration
has
in
the
past
shown
itself
to
be
liberal
in
Published Wednesday! daring the College Vear by Students of Bates College.
return he had happened upon a
ttmured as second class matter of the post office at Lewiston, Maine.
its ]>oliey toward the college publications. We have no reason to ex- his
bevy of thefie new orders, had bepect otherwise in the future. The dictates of good taste and a com- come interested, then anxious, and
Printed by l.e Messager Publishing Company, Lewiston, Maine.
mon loyalty to the best interests of the college are the criterion of had filially dug out all.
censorship. Under the administration of past editors the Bates
"There has been a marked tendenFoot Ball
Student has developed into a college paper which is the equal of cy." began the Squire, "to manacle
the
citizens of our state with a maze
any simiilar publication which has come to our attention.
of trivial regulations. This tendency
When the present senior <Iass entered this college as Freshmen,
It is your paper, and we ask your support financially and is consummate in a law which I shall
Bati's was a non-entity in so far as football was concerned. Si mien:
disease later. For now, let me put
through
the medium of the written work.
speculation was rife as lo the new coach who was to begin his work
before you a few of the less farthat fall. During the proceeding two years Hates had been blessed
reaching orders.
The
Place
of
Women
on
the
Bates
Campus
with what has passed into the history of the college as the "seoreless
"It is of course right and reasonwonders".
Needless lo say. the ciilhiisiasin of the undergraduate
The place of women on the Dates Campus, like the place of able that individual citizens be rebody in so far as football was concerned was at a distinctly low women in the world if self, has been in a slow process of evolution quired to conduct .themselves with
for others and for
ebb. Then there followed an astonishing rise in the enthusiasm from the years when Dates eo-etls played hockev in pompadours and consideration
their own benefit. But to deprive a
spirit and morale ol the stud.'ill body as the doughty ami somewhat ankle length skirts to last year when they were allowed to use the citizen, for instance, of the Tight to
ragged team of that season crashed through to defeat Bowdoin, campus library in Hie evening. The place of Bates women has been maintain and operate a means of
.Maine and Colby and win the Stale Championship. A huge bonfire growing as ineir part m college activities has increased with new conveyance, because he lacks the
was built on top of Mount David, a long torchlight parade wound opportunities to act as participants ami leaders, though a number years or position of other citizens,
is foppery without even the fop's
down through the streets of Lewiston. at the head of which rode ol campus offices are automatically and traditionally filled by men justification for existence. Then, too,
the football team in an old wagon drawn by a group of willing frosh. only. The social opportunities of the women have increased greatly so few in our city are able to maintain carriages, particularly among
with Coach Dave and his wife sitting on the driver's seat. It had also through more liberal social privileges.
the youngest, that to deprive half of
been a long time. The picture is one that is not forgotten; It seemThe present place of women on the Bates campus is ideal to these few of the:- cherished vehicles
ed as though the long famine was over. After the lean yars, came many; others accept their position with only vague thoughts con- seems not only unnecessary, but unthe fat years.
cerning it, but gladly accept new privileges; some are eager for a fair.
During the past two football seasons Dates football teams have more complete equality with the Bates men, but only in conversation
"Then there is the matter of rebeen outscored four times, but they have never been defeated or and class writing give their opinions on campus affairs and express quired worship. It is gratifying to
beaten. Against Harvard ami Dartmouth they played football which their desire for a women's recreation center, or a woman class presi- note that recent legislation has somewhat liberalized this situation, but
won them the admiration of all who saw them fight through every dent, or whatever change in the women's campus life their natural such a requirement daily makes one
minute ol' play. Twice they have lost to teams in their own class, interests foster.
blush for his state—that it should
hark back in its daily life to the
and never has their been an alibi given forth by the coach or any
Whatever the individual opinion of the place of women at Bates way of life of hundreds of years ago.
of the men who played, although in each case there might easily
it is as an alert, thinking group that the eo-eds will best fill that while other and leading states have
have been. Surely such spirit as has been evinced by the teams which
place adequately and admirably. If they wish for increased liberality long since made the break from the
have represented Hates College on the gridiron during the last three
they will give wholehearted support to student issues, and set a old and still seem able to lead in
seasons, is deserving of the whole hearted support of the student
our world."
definite, agreed goal to be won by their own honesty and opeii-niindedbody.
The last law of this petty type
ness. Unity of purpose and effort need not to be limited to the mascu- which Sir Roger discussed concerns
However, this has not been the case. With each succeeding
line student body. A feeling of loneliness and a spirit of fairness the use of musical
instruments in
victory there has been a corresponding decline in the enthusiasm
among Bates women will not only uphold the high standards of the the home. "There has admittedly
and support of the student body. Remarkable achievments in track,
co-eds in the past, but also will achieve what is to be desired for the been much abuse of the use of music
and hockey have been greeted with the bored yawns of those whom
and of privacy and quiet by even
place of tin' women of the college in the future.
such good people as my own neighthese men have represented. It would seem that the fire had died]
We hope that this year will witness both the continuation of all bors. But to deliberately deprive
down and that even the coals had grown cool.
that is praiseworthy in the women's scholastic, athletic, and social them of a thing from which not onlyWe are not one of those who believe that the "rah, rah'' spirit
great pleasure may be derived, but
standards ami an increase their opportunities and unity in college also stimulation
and
inspiration,
or the "I'd die for dear old 1'aduka" attitude make for the best interlife.
seems more than absurd."
ests of a college. We do think that a healthy enthusiastic support
E. W.
Then Sir Roger attacked the most
of the teams which represent Bates college, " by the student body.
serious of the new legislations:
has a wholesome and real influence in creating high moral both
"The new law which most sorely
among the men of the squad and in the college itself.
grieves me. reads thus:
The State reserves the right to
Most normal undergraduates who have had occasion to talk
withdraw its privileges from
with undergraduates of other colleges about sports, have swelled
any citizen at any time, if such
with inward pride and satisfaction as somebody has mentioned the
action is deemed advisable,
spectacular running of "Ossie Chapman", or "Arnie" Adams and the
without assigning any specific
relay teams which have won for Bates in the Penn Relavs. When
reason therefor; neither the
state nor any of its officers
football is mentioned, he smiles to think of the fellows he'knew who
shall be under any liability
played on the teams that defeated our opponents in the State series
whatsoever for such exclusion.
two years in a row. and won eight out of nine games in the series
The object of the law is obvious, but
in three years. Yet he often forgets that he has been negligent in
the possible effects which such a law
Debating activities at Bates begin I
Any other candidates tor the may have on the state must certainhis support of those same teams. Let it not be thought that this
this year with a bang. The first inter-1 Va>rsRy Squad, including Freshmen, ly have been overlooked by those
seeming indifference goes unnoticed by the players and coaches. They collegiate debate on the campus, i will
particiipate in a preliminary
feel it. and realizing it, lose something of the spark which makes with the University of Vermont, calls i tryout as usual. This consists in who proposed and passed it. For
example, were I to promulgate some
great teams great; or else they turn to their team mates and play- the. men into action October 17th. giving a four minute speech on any plan which I might consfder adand
a
few
days
later
the
women
controversal
subject
at
a
time
and
harder for the sake of the fellow beside them, and the love of the
to the state, but which
take their first trip to Middlebury place to be indicated on the Bulletin vantageous
game.
might be contrary to the program of
College. Vermont. Then comes the Board. Those successful in this try- His Majesty or of His adminisProspects for the Dates football team this season are good International Debate of the year, out will be assigned to trial debates
tration, with nothing further ado I
barring injury. Enthusiastic support on the part of the Student this time with a Canadian learn from on the taxation question for final could be deprived of citizenship and
hotly may be the spark that will help to make this one of the best Mount Allison University on October: selection.
driven from town. Of course, to
26th. During the fall there will be
Last year saw Bates have the
teams that has represented this college. To-night the squad leaves tripn of the Junior Varsity to Maine greatest year in debating in her think that the present Throne or its
tor .New Haven, there to play in the Yale Bowl. There is not one towns for exhibition debates. Inter- history, and also saw the graduation administration would alienate and
ostracize one for such a triviality Is
member of the squad that feels the slightest desire to cringe before collegiate debates will be resumed of a large number of exceptionally a preposterous bit of foolishness on
what the sons of Eli consider superior football ability or superior early in December when Bates will able and experienced debaters. The my part. For certainly this adminisStart a campaign to retain her
cull lire; there is not one member of the scpiad that is not willing to championship in the. Eastern Inter- plaren taken by MacDonald. Weather- tration's execution of office, as its
bee, Dunham, Carroll, Parker and attitude, has been one of incompagive everything he has got for the fellow next to him; and there is collegiate Debating League.
Greenleaf and 'Misses Cave and Ler- rable broad-mindedness and
libernot'on man who will step on to the turf of the Yale Bowl with the
So heavy a fall schedule, ooupled. rigo will be difficult to fill.. Director ality in all things. One need have
Dales uniform on his back, who will not come off of the field a victor. with the late opening of college, of Debates Brook Quimby is hoping, little fear that such a law could have
regardless of the score, knowing that he has done his best, has play- makes it necessary to select the! however, that the men trained in the been intended to sterilize brains and
,Junior Varsity and Freshman de- and proscribe progress. Yet certainly
ed the game, and has laughed in the face of superior football pound- Varsity Squad earlier than usual. bate
This
year
not
only
all
the
veteran
f ** year w" be ***** "ow t0 there 6eems to be in thi6 provision a
age knowing that in fighting heart he has matched the best that Eli debaters
who
include
President Par'tf'Pat.e >" intercollegiate con- threat of further deprivation of
has to offer.
Frank .Murray '34 of the Debating J"* 1fnd ""»» l,he. fl^T" >?'," rights than even our present multif, ,rn,3n
Surely such a team is worthy of a rousing sendoff! Thursdav Council
and Manager Lionel Le- p,afes
,
*ood matf!?', t0 tak* their tude of petty rules of conduct have
s ver a
mieux
'33.
T.
Seamon
'34.
"P.
Mc'
t
. l debaters with ex- taken from us."
evening the squad leaves on the sleeper for New Haven What couM
Lean '35. W. Norton '35, B. Perry Perlence ln the Interseholastic LeaSir Roger continued his criticism
be more fitting than that the student body should escort the team •35. .1. Pierce '35 for the men and *«* are enrolled as Freshmen.
for long, becoming gradually more
Material
on
the
taxation
question
to the tram. Such a demonstration on the part of the student bodv Manager Eva Sonstroem '33, B. Carirate at Parliament. He finally conneed not. savor of a jingoistic loyalty to an abstract Alma Mater hut ter '33. H. Hamlin '33. M. Perkins has been placed on reserve at the cluded in his modest manner with
library.
It
includes
an
excellent
could be and would be a mark of the solidarity and unity which '35 for the women, but all of the analysis of the subject by Prof. A. C. the observation that he is an ignoof the Varsity Squad from
rant man, and that of course men of
helps to make this college something more than a group of build- members
last year Including F. Wlmmer '33, Baird, formerly of the Bates faculty. such stature ae His Majesty, The
ings located in Lewiston, Maine.
This
material
was
prepared
for
the
A. Oliver '34, J. Balano '34. C. HoiPrime Minister, and the men of the
brook '34. W. May '34. C. Cubberly ^."i*?01 l^Kue handbook which Upper House could not toe wrong in
b
,rty
anything which they might do for
•35. J. nority '35. K. Jones '35. R. »
»"* *Another
™£ *•"
*
analysis
of»'?£
the the improvement of their state.
Lawrence '35, H. Norman '35. R. leagues.
question,
in
the
Reference
Shelf,
Such modesty ie but one of the
It is a strange paradox of our educational system that the Very Stetson '35 for the men and Bean which was prepared with the assist'35. C Longley '35 for the women,
in
institution whose purpose it is to give perspectiveand a "world-view" will be excused from the ipreliminary ance of Professor Quimby, will toe charms which are so manifold
our good friend the Squire. Several
to those who enter its portals, so frequently performs just the oppo- tryouts and assigned directly to trial ready later.
times in his discourse he remarked,
:o:
site function, ami becomes a microsome in which the inhabitants debates.
almost prayerfully, that he hoped
seem to be utterly unconscious of other and greater worlds about
Some of the women have beem' Thoracraff and Sabattus Cabins the younger generation which comes
each year to the city would this
Forced Open This Summer
them. This is due in part to the fact that the credits, required assigned to prepare a trial debate on
year receive kinder consideration at
courses, lectures, and extra-curricula activities, paraphenalia of our War Debt Cancellation, the subject,
of the .Middlebury debate; some of
The College staff found that the hands of their immediate elders
educational system, and the means toward the end of a liberal edu- the men have been asked to prerpare
Thorncrag Cabin had been entered than previous groups have received.
cation, become ends in themselves. It is for this reason that we so on Advertising, the .Mount Allison by breaking the panels of the door. He added that older people do well
to consider the importance of new
often see portrayed the sallow graduate entering a world which is subject; the remainder will .prepare No harm was done to the inside.
Campbell, Dunfield. .Milbury, and blood and to treat it in such manner
utterly unlike his sheltered Alma Mater. This should not be the on the subject of taxation which is
that its attitude toward the state
to be used in the Interseholastic
case. College should not only teach men to live, but should teach Debating League this year, in the Decatur went out to Sabattus Cabin may be more wholesome.
and found that the lock on the door
them to live while they are within its walls.
Rather fatigued by the necessary
Vermont debate, and in the Junior has been forced. The inside was in
We have had an opportunity to observe undergraduates for varsity debates. This subject ie confusion with bullet holes through businesses of his first day in the city,
three years
We have seen some attempt to wrest from college its worded. Resolved, That at least one- several of the rooking utensils. The Sir Roger bade us an early goodnaif of local and state revenue
and we departed for our resand cross-cut saw were miss- night,
greatest values through a eeaselss round of club meetings, pettv ■should be derived from sources other lantern
pective homes.
ing.
social affairs and endless grinding to assimilate facts as drv as the that tangible property. These trial
The quartet chopped wood, cleanDon't take that love
letter too
sands of the Sahara, and we have seen them turn away with a wry debates will be held as soon as possi- ed up the place and explored Devils
ble
at
times
and
places
indicated
in
Cave. Two cords of wood were order- seriously for It may be a mimeface at the barrenness of what they have accomplished. Some we have
ograph copy of a model copy written
notices on the Bulletin Board
ed from the owner of the land.
by a student at Bradley Tech.

Chapel Speeches Student Council
him,^.r\frlqSKrfntthat Now in Charge
Of Initiation
Sad Teuton the ultimate ob.v.,,U.nt
shall not overlook
the
the «tadent sha
straining ,0 66e

f ,ufQ
Afaior and minor require3<H
V m,
st be
the
meiits
must
De met
ra« in order that
iustlv

&$&&&
will furnish the tools by whicll the
student will leairn to think and live
creaVive.y. In spite of the appeal of
extra-curricula activities, it fe important that they be subordinated to
the real task before us.
Concluding President Gray observed that only the will to sneceed can
make a person successful in either
the ultimate objective or the immediate task; that the will1 to sue"ed is of little worth without the
qualities of thoroughness and singlena* of purpose, and the realization
that only work, hard and unceasing,
can bring success.
:o:^
■
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By MIM1RKD HOLLYWOOD
(5reelings to you much-welcomed
Freshmen and to you, you uppity
classmen.
With
a summer of
pleasure, or may be it was labor, behind you, a year of orientation
awaits the Frosh and for the little
higher mortals—with the accent on
the little, puleeze—still another
chance to acquire that weary blase
air so characteristic of the College
Humor collegiate hero, or to realize
your own insignificant splash In the
big puddle.
They say—now she's going tabloid
—that at Illinois Univ. they—again
the indefinite—are accepting produce
and pigs in lieu of the customary $
as payment for tuition. Quite an
idea, eh not? Kind of tough, though,
on us city slickers.
Attention, Frosh! Before reading
the rest of this paper, be sure to
work out the moral of these two
stories. If you can .pass this stiff
test of your mental attainments, the
real key to success will be yours.
There was once a young .man at:
the Naval Academy with a penchant
for things electrical. He controlled,
every bit of electrical equipment at:
the school from a home-made swilhboard under the mattress in his
room. One day. this same young man,
if you still follow me, stopped the i
elevator containing the Superintendent and kept it between floors
for a couple of hours. He, of couii-c.
was "requested" to leave?—fired to

By KOBKRT SWKTT, Pres.,
Student Council
A forward step regarding frivh.
men initiation is being taken thfcj
year by the Student Council, and a<
a result, a new policy is being inKli.
tuted;
a policy which comes as a
direct
reaction
toy
the student
body to the type of initiation which
has been in vogue here at Bates tor
the last three or four years.
In accordance with the new policy
all forms of Freshman initiation by
force have been entirely abolished,
and the orientation of inc.
fre.-:hmen has passed into the hanfc
of the Student Council, a body which
is elected by the students and
as a power to carry out the pollcle,
of the student body and the rules of
the college.
Advantages of Policy
The advantages of the new ;n:;..
ation policy are quite obvious, and
the present sophomore class quickly
recognized these advantages, and
passed a vote after consideration to
the effect that they as a class were
highlv in favor of the new policy.
Because of this action, the sopho.
mores signified that, not only were
they in favor of such a policy, bat
that they would cooperate with the
Student Council in making the new
plan a success.
•
Swdt Offers H«lp
Howewer, the incoming freshman
class most realize that a high decree
of cooperation on the part of both
lower classes is absolutely necessary
in a .project such as this. The sophomores, in cooperating with thi
dent Council are exercising no small
amount of tolerance on their pan.
and the freshmen must realize this
and govern their attitude and actions
accordingly — in short, remember
that they are the lowest of the four
■ lasses in tho college and as such,
are accorded the least importance
and recognition. The Student Council
Is pre pared and will be able to handle
all cases of freshmen and sophomores who show an obvious disregard for the new plan of initiation,
and will at all times remain in control
of the
sophoniore-itreshman
relations.
you—and then. Freshmen, he immediately received offers of jobs
with salaries ranging up to $10."0"
a year from electrical concerns.
ir you have successfully puzzled
out the moral to that 6tory, three
hurrahs are yours. Now heave a sigh,
and start in on this one:
Reed Harris, who didn't believe
in faculty immunity to criticism and
wasn't afraid to say so, was likewise
dismissed, has received excellent
offers of editorships on outstanding
American newspapers and magazines.
The lesson is over for the day.
children, with a gold star to every
one—I hope.

DEBATE WITH VERMONT OCT.
17 OPENS CAMPUS FORENSICS
Men To Debate On Subject Of Taxation—Women To Meet Middlebury Later On
Topic Of War Debts

■fo&accM
... tobaccos made for
cigarettes and pipes; granulated tobaccos. But there
was plenty of room for a tobacco made solely for pipes.
If you look, you will find
that a great many tobacco
packages say "fop pipe and
cigarettes." But the Granger
package says:
GRANGER ROUGH CUT
Pipe Tobacco
Granger is made by Wellman's Method and cut right
for pipes—rough cut. Burns
slowerand cooler. Just try it!
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formidable rivals of the United
States lor Olympic honors. As Will
Rogers says of them, "It isn't
necessary ,to cut their armaments.
All they would need to do is ©quip
Continued from Page One
them with knives and put them in
on his first try. The Jap waii almost the water headed for this country."
over on his second attempt ibu.t just I At least it may be said of them that
missed clearing It When he started \ they proved themselves fine sportson his third'trial there wasn't a men with a keen desire for proving
gonnd in the Coleisium. I know that' their superiority in arduous competiHey wanted him to miss it. but I tion.
felt that he deserved to clear it. He!
Hanoi, the grand old Finn, came
went into the air and appeared to j
be well over. A large group of Jap- in for a lot of sympathy. My belief
anese sailors let out a tremendous is that it was a very good thing
cheer, but at that moment Nyjama's I Nurmi didn't run unless he was sathand hit the bar and it toppled off. I isfied in finishing anywhere but first.
Although he must have been bitterly1 Zabala, the youngster from the
disappointed, one would never have! Argentine, would have defeated Nurknown it by his actions as he! mi. To look at Zabala one would
scrambled out of the pit and hurried j think that he was a sprinter. He
<o congratulate the winner. I believe) has. quick actions and that nervous
that the Japanese in the next four; temperament which one usually assowith sprinters. That it the wa
years will develop into the most; ciates
he looks while
running also . He

Olympic Games

must lead all the way he claims
because when someone else sets the
pace he .thinks they are traveling to
slowly.
An unfortunate incident marred
one of the greatest sprint-duels that
ever was run. Track fans will alway
claim that Metcalfe would have won
the 200 metres if he had not been
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MANY CHANGES ON CAMPUS
OPPORTUNITIES AT BATES
GREET RETURNING STUDENTS
FOR WOMEN MANY AND VARIED
such an evening" will be posted.
There's your
opportunity
if you
sing, or if you play some instrument,
watch the bulletin board for orchestra try-out. You may think you
haven't very much ability. Usually
it is a case of not having given that
ability practice and confidence, therefor you should take advantage of
this opening.
Similar notices are
posted concerning dramatics and debating. One may miss out In Healers,
yet she still has her opportunity in
the Varsity Play. Likewise one may
fail in fall debating try-outs, yet she
still has a chance in her class debate.
Clubs Offer <>p|x>i( unity
Hallowell of Harvard such a blow at
Are
interested in literature.
one time that the latter nearly fell German.you
French. English. Greek, or
to his knees. Frank Crowley of Man- Latin? Do you want to further that
hattan College had black and blue interest? M so. Deutsche Verein. La
marks on his arms for a week, and Petite Academic.
Spofford.
Phil
no one could claim that Frank was Hellenic, and Sodalitas Latins are
the type to take such punishment names symbolizing opportunity.
laying down. He 6aid that he was so j
Ask any member of the W. A. A.
surprised at such tactics that he did: Board why the point system has
not know what to do at first, and; been changed to the Garnet and
for the rest of the race he was so Black system, why each sport has Ha
mad he could not think about runwithin the class instead of
ning. We should not be too open in games
interclass. and she will answer, "So
our criticism of the foreigners 'be- that more girls will be given an opcause their tactics in outdoor racing portunity to play." And that has
do not differ greatly from what we been accomplished most successfind in the indoor season on the fully.
American track. Our habits are just
Besides opening fields for one's
as hard for them to become used to
talents to be exercised and for one's
as it would be If we tried to acquire interests to be followed up, Bates
their habits.
reaches out to its women as an aid
A finer group of athletes and in preparation for life. Although she
sportsmen
were never assembled is not a college for vocational trainthan that which called the Olympic ing, other than the teaching proVillage home for a period of a fession or the ministry. Bates serves
month. The coaches were especially as a guide to other professions.
?ood. and deserve the highest com- There has been a special effort in
mendation for their skill in bringing recent years to help the women in
the Ameriican athletes to the games selecting their vocation. During the
in fine competitive condition.
Sophomore Year each girl has a
private conference with Miss Jackson
(Editors note: The author of
who comes to Bates for the particuthe above article will write a
lar purpose of discussing life work
series of three articles relating
with the Bates women. But one's
to the Olympic Games last
vocation is only part of her life
summer in which he competed.)
ahead.

"Opportunity knocks but once" is
an age worn phrase that is hardly
true at Bates. Even if you won't,
answer the knock the first time, it
continues;
but answer it a few
times and it will walk right in un-,
announced. Music, dramatics, debating, literature, athletics—take
your choice, watch your chance, then
make the best of it when it comes.
But don't be afraid to go out after'
it. Bates gives you your chance but
she doesn't coax you, for what good
is talent without grit and ambition?
The notice, "Try-outs for the Girls [
Glee Club will be held on such-and-

CREAM

George A. Ross
ELM STREET

penalized two feet by faulty measurement of the track. Aftef talking with
both o* the men, I think that Tolan
would have been the winner under
any condition. Talking with him at
Palo Alto after the final tryouts, he
■said that he would beat Metcalfe in
the 200 metres and just about tie
him in the 100 metres. He was just
rounding into shape after a year's
lay-off and hit his stride at ju6t the
'proper time. Yoshioka, another Japanese athlete was the real sprinting
marvel. At fifty yards he had a three
yard lead over Tolan in the finals of
the 100 metres but lacked the
stamina to finish up as he had started.
The hammer throw was another
interesting event.
By three inches
Ville
Porhola
of
Finland
ledi
with a throw of 171'6Vt". The title'
holder. Dr. Patrick O'Callaghan, had
made two throws and still the mark
was untouched. The crow was with
the Irishman, who was never to be
seen without a broad smile, and
whose voice bore the tang of a wee
bit of blarney. Every person in the
stadium was watching the hammer
throw intently as Dr. Pat stepped into the ring for his final throw. He
whirled three times and then out;
sailed the hammer in a beautiful arc.
almost -before It started one seemed
to act as a magnet, for the hammer;
sailed in a direct line for that .particular spot, but failed to drop until
it was well beyond. The actual
measurement was 176111%". The
Irish went wild or rather the whole
assembly, for it would have taken all
the Irishmen in Ireland to equal the.
cheer that went up from the stadium.
The audiences were on the whole
wonderful. They cheered all the good
performances, and with only one.
exception refrained foreigners who
seemed to commit open foule.
In all of our Indoor races we
experienced a great deal of crowding
and Jostling but out of doors such a
thing never occurs in America. In
all the foreign countries shoving
seems to be in style. The 1500.
metres race turned out to be a contest in which the object was to see
who could mete out the imost punishment. By popular vote the prize undoubtedly went to the Finns. Larva,
the defending champion, hit Pen

225 LISBON STREET

Kates 1004

T. J. Murphy
Fur Company
Lewis ton,

TVER

Est. 1873
Maine

Here's ;i girl with a smart set of clothes,
Where lliey came from now everyone knows.
They're made of suede and such
And the cost is not much.
They're from Murphy's, the Home of good clothes.
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Jtaw way

Smart Sportswear
Suede & Leather

772/U JjO0T

JACKETS
All Sizes, Many Styles and Colors

$5*95 $6*95

Fur Jackets
Scarfs
Compliments of
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MERRILL & WEBBER CO,
PRINTERS - PAPER RULERS - BOOKBINDERS
95-99
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1800
67 Kin Street
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Luggage Store East of Boston

Fogg's Leather Store
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New Studio
At 135 Main St.,
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Harry L. Plummer

FUEL CO.

COAL, WOOD and COKE

1801
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111 Bates Street
LEWISTON

Every Monday and Thursday... Connie,
Vet and Martha, in that bubbling Boswell
rhythm ... as irresistible as OP Man
Rivuh himself!
And while you listen, light up a Chesterfield. Enjoy their fresh fragrance, their
mildness and better taste.
They're mild . . . and yet they Satisfy.

MAINE
ANNOUNCEMENTS

PROGRAMS

X

AUBURN.

171 MAIN STREET

WHEELER J»
Clothing Co.

Cor. MAIN and MIDDLE STS. fv 4
For Good Clothes and
Furnishings
.. _
Special discount given to Bates Studtntl I
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK

BILL
The Barber
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Lewiston.
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New Chain Link Fence Surrounds Garcelon
Field—Little Theater Re-Modeled
"What's new?" is the eager query; in the athletic plant is the comof most upper-classmen as they re-1 pli ion of the Bates trophy room in
Gymnasium.
Lauris
turn this week, and although every-; the Alumni
thing is new to the Freshman, they Whitman '31 has been at work a
too evince considerable inter- eat in whatever signs of progress are apparent around
college.
Several improvements at
major importance have taken
place on campus since Commencement. The athletic field,
the dormitories, the Little
Theatre, the Commons, and
the trophy room have all undergone changes
for
the
bi :ter during the summer.
Most prominent, perhaps,
to the casual observer, is the
extension, refinishing. and refencing
of
the
Garcelon
Athletic Field. Twelve thouGATEWAY TO ATHLETIC FIELD
sand sods were required to
cover the surface formerly used as1 large part of the summer re-arrangthe
pictures,
banners
and
a baseball diamond, providing a1 ing
vastly
improved
gridiron.
The trophies of various kinds, and has
. mouth expanse of turf on which succeeded in securing the names of
1 defeated Arnold last Saturday practically everyone whose picture
Every Freshman is
is now without doubt the finest foot-; appears there.
a i vised to visit this shrine of shrines
ball field in the 6tate.
Baseball has a territory all its if he would acquaint himself with
own out beyond the football score, the most hallowed memories of Ms
board. The leveling and preliminary Alma Mater.
The re-modelling of the Little
surfacing is complete and next
spring, after the settling effect of a Theatre is one of the most striking
winter's frosts, a final surface of of the summer's changes. Carrykg
topsoil will be laid down. Around out a plan conceived by George Austnls whole vast area devoted to out- tin '33 the waste space at either end
door athletics a new, modern steel of the stage has been converted into
fence is in the last stages of ereotion, tour triangular rooms, thus adding
replacing the ancient barrier of cast: four times as much dressing room
iron which survived, in part, until a space as was formerly available. The
iY\\ weeks ago. It is planned to c\-' diagonal partitions give the Little
tend the hedge of evergreens which Theatre a novel appearance, remoteat •present partially encloses the field ly suggestive of the octagonal theaun.ti 1 it ret li< - dear around. The tres of other days.
The men's dormitories have readvantages of this kind of board
fence over the ordinary variety are ceives considerable attention during
va ation. The walls and lighting in
obvious.
A fitting touch of distinction is most of West Parker have been
added by the ornamental gateway modernized, and the space in front
which graces the main entrance Of Roger Williams has been atfacing Campus Avenue. A gift of the tractively landscaped. John Bertram
of 1910 and presented at last) Hall, however, has received the most
Commencement, it is a considerable! attention. The whole building, which
improvement over the homely, if had been slightly out of plumb, was
serviceable, wire gate which has! righted on its foundation and the
foundation itself renewed. The walls
been In use for the .past few years.
Rounding out the list of changes; have all been refinished in the rooms
and in the Commons as well.
In fact this latter room Is
scarcely to be recognized,
with its new steel ceiling, new
lighting and coat of paint.
Other changes of more or
less importance include the
entire refinishing of the room
in Hathorn Hall set aside for
the use of local girls, and tho
addition of a few more granolithic walks.
It is rumored the Student
Government is to have a room
tarnished and set aside for
its exclusive use for meetings
and reception purposes. Nothing definite has been learned about the matter as yet,
TROPHY ROOM
however.

Auto Traffic Dangerous in
Europe, Says i' Psyche''
By Prof. HOWKLI, LF.WIS
Special to the Student
ready to sail down the Grand Canal
Firenzc, Italy
to receive the applause of the VeneBoats were swarming about
Automobile traffic in many Eu- tians.
ropean cities is so dangerous as to much as they do at crew races in
scare even the most blase of Ameri- our country, and this amid the
can tourists. The manner of driving throng of shipping craft, regular
is often so reckless as to give a New steamers, and fire boats that ply
York taxi driver a bad case of heart their silent way through the canal.
failure. Although it has been said of In spite of the lack of obvious
America that folks there are speed direction and the numerous gonmad, I am of the opinion that many dollas, everything seemed to he
automobile drivers here are posi- running smoothly, and no one was
tively criminal in their driving.
I run into. It is a positive catastrophe
know that the Divine Providence when a couple of old battered gonmust be standing on each street dollas or other craft happen to brush
corner, or collisions would be much each mother. The respective gonmore frequent. There is no other doleers wait until they are far enough
explanation. I haven't seen an acci- apart so that they are certain that
dent yet. except for a pedestrian they will not have to fight, and then
killed in Paris—you can expect that hurl out a jabber of invective and
at any time. The mathematical vituperation upon each other that
chances of one car running into an- surpasses in fervor and clamor anyother at the blind corners are at one thing I have ever heard.
Languages and languages
in two, hut never do they hit. They
have one protection though; when
One encounters many difficult sitan American approaches a corner he uations in a country where the
puts on the brake; when an Eu-j language is not familiar. While on
ropean approaches a corner he blows I the train to Venice I happened to get
his horn—and he starts blowing in into the wrong compartment. Shortthe middle of the block and keeps ly after we had pulled out the conit up at intervals of one second until tractor came along and discovered
he has crossed the Intersecting me in the wrong place. He spoke
streets, where he ceases blowing un- nothing but Italian. Not a soul in
til he reaches the middle of that sight spoke English. However, there
block, thereupon to resume oper-| was one chap who spoke Italian and
ations as before. Fortunately there French, and the chap with whom I
are many, many less cars here than had been conversing spoke some
in our country. As it is I am just French, and German. So I explained
about frantic here in Firenze, as my in my faltering German, the situahotel is in the middle of the block, tion, and my German friend commuright where they start blowing. The nicated it to the Frenchman who told
raucousness of the Italian horn far the conductor in Italian. I could
surpasses in intensity and timbre follow part of the French, but I
anything that I have ever heard on don't know what the story was when
an American car.
it' got to the conductor. At any rate,
he flew into a terrible rage, and so
Curbstone Complex
we dispersed with the intermediaries,
In Vienna I got what might be and dealt directly by the use of
termed a "curbstone complex". They Italian, which I didn't understand,
drive on the wrong side of the street and English, which he didn't under—.that is. for us—and when about stand. Some Americans from the
to cross a street, after having care- other end of the car came on the
fully looked in both directions to see scene which added to the English,
if there is any traffic, as one steps but did not help to clear up the sitinto the street, likely as not a motor- uation. It finally developed that I
cycle may round a corner at high was supposed to pay an extra fare
speed, bearing down on what seems for getting into the wrong compartto be the wrong side of the road.
ment. This I did, rather than conThe bicycles are insidious too! In tinue such a hot argument and thus
Copenhagen there are 800,000 people that affair was settled.
and 250,000 bicycles. These are even
I would not give the impression
less amenable to traffic observances, that traffic and arguments are all
and most of them add to the public that a trip through Europe leaves
nuisance by ringing the bell on all with one. They are interesting injustifiable apd unjustifiable occa- cidentals
and
side-lights
to tho
sions.
really fine things which one enjoys.
Venice is a beautiful town in They furnish a sort of "human interwhich to rest. There I gained back est" setting for the rich background
a lot of the ground I had lost in of medieval art which is to be found
leaping around Vienna. However, everywhere one travels. The operas
the hand of Providence was very in Dresden, Prague, Vienna;
the
much in evidence here, too, in keep- wonderful inspiration of the French
ing the gondollas and speed boats cathedrals;
the glorious paintings
and steamers from piling into each and sculpture which are to be found
other. I arrived here just as the in Italy; and finally the general
Crown Prince of Italy was getting appreciation of European Mfe.
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what this means. It takes a five
minute rest to bring a tired player
baek to condition and makes all the
difference in the world to a ^quad1
unable to keep feeding the gridiron!
with Star substitute-;. As long as the
team B men can hold out some ten'

£w£ cans°be aVHSHS

Harriers Heading Varsity Club
GARNET ELEVEN ROLLS UP
12-0 SCORE IN ARNOLD GAME For Good Season Greets Frosh at
Chase Gathering
Touchdowns Made In Second Half—Three Teams Despite Big Losses
Used—Play Defensive Ball

boasting of a single first string lineup.
The Arnold game Saturday
iltiilman Mocks Kirk
By TIIFOOOItK SEAMON
lustrated thin point. The Bates line
In a typical opening game last
The
second
Bates
touchdown
By VINCENT HKf.I.K.IU
looked fresh at all times.
Arnold Saturday afternoon on Garcelon
plays were smeared with seemingly }■"■■'. \. the Morey coached football came shortly after the opening of the
sophoMy Brat thought upon resuming little effort. The idea that a good squad turned from defensive tactics second half when Oilman,
more playing his first game of varto ishout greetings second string line was in there just
n0
10
1
foot!>a
ro the few of you who will manage long enough to give the regulars a
lSHh defeat
!VC?relittle
i,t.l|W0 Arnold
A "^ ^» 'Plunged
through to
-° and
: block a
t
f„ on tne ball be_
to steal a little time from the pre- rest.
Cross country prospects for the
. ,, the" gol, ^ p,0.ie-s two at_
Se by a score of 12-0.
liminary activities of unpacking
Then is a penalty
the use
, coming season are fairly bright. The
Team Looks Good
mpts to place kick the extra point I loss by graduation of Captain Whitting professors, etc., to cast a of hand" in slugging but it is men ly
The Bates squad, looking natty In I were unsu
look at thie
unworthy ecrttx '- a little more emphaak
ten, Furtwengler, Cole and Allison,
I on the
niforms, appeare
The rest of the game was slow members of last year's varsity squad,
WTil
Welcome.
e«- old rule to the same effect.
to be one of the most powerful defensive
football.
with
Arnold
lally, to those who are reading
teams ■'
n ly, at '.east, since the furnishing what little element of the will be keenly felt.
this paper tor the Bret time! Some
Morey
regime
came
into
effect.
AlJellison Only LliHUIBIM
tacular there was through the
One flay,
i you may find this ABE THERE ANY
though play was ragged at times, medium of several passes, most of
column bi
Ing your well-earn- GRANTIxAND HICKS
Captain Russell Jellison. the only
I
a
usual
thing
in
early
season
games.
which were unsuccessful or at best letterman left on the squad, is an
Any man .woman, or child, who
ed praieee, but all can't be athletes
' the : NV students who anticipated
ill
iporttraity to greet can write sports, who has Bi I r the opening of school in order to see failed to gain.
experienced harrier. During the 1931
written sports, or who thinks can or
the whole lot.
season. Jellison and Whitten were
Garnet Strong Defensively
would like to try to write sports is the first game, were agreeably surundefeated by any college runner,
The results of this game show if finishing either in a tie for first, or
invited to get in touch with me at prised by the strength of an impregnable
Bates
line
which
far
outnothing else, that Bates has a strong
once.
Till-: III'Mlil.i: BEGINNINGS
classed the plucky Arnold frontier defensive team. The backfleld is as first and second in every race.
or HOST FAMOUS Lt'MTNARDBS
The veteran captain should reboth
on
the
offence
and
the
defence.
an unknown quantity.
True it la that out of the multitude
ceive good support from his teamj
SPORTS
SHOTS:
Had
the
honor
of
Although
it
is
too
early
in
the
With plenty of capable reserve
'■ 10
port to CoaeheH
. g the tow
wl b, Mass. season to make any valid presump- material, a strong, hard playing mates Adams. Carpenter, Raymond
Mori
SpinkG, and Thompson thte
and Butler of the varsity squad, tothis
summer
and
saw
Edward
J.
5
'
the
Bowdoin
team
which
powerful
line, a light but fast hack gether with Olds. Malloy. Candee,
■:'■ I
thi fir '
some will
Scrapper
Dolan
pitching
in
a
sandlot
was
much
in
evidence
Saturday
I
which
has
yet
to
be
tested.
trow up to bi B tee stars. Some of
Winston. Chapman, and Pendleton
i
ly kieking last ball game. . .; Did you ever listen to must have taken due warning as Bates may well look forward to a who are coming up from the fresha
ra
llo
broa
a
rt
of
a
tennis
engageto
any
probable
success
of
line
play
fairly
successful
seaon.
year'f
- around now
man team of last year.
Hibble. Berman and Crowe played
wondering whal He all about, will, ment? Spent a useless Saturday against the Bates team.
Track Prospects Fauafternoon
not
so
long
ago
trying
ot
There
was
no
scoring
in
the
first,
pood
game
Arnold,
although
for
no doubt, go down in the Bates
keep some attention riveted on the
lod,
Bates playing conservative handicapped •by a weak front line.
lt is quite early to be making any
aim:
heroes.
Blase entertain- foots.:::.
ntenl with holding the Summary:
predictions about the track team.
Bach in n
. I re- Cochet-Vinea
Again Whitten's name leads a list
II
, ". rry, rery humbly ment.. . . Try. if you can, to imagine visitors in their own territory, and
ARNOLD of graduated
lettermen
including
I:iI el .ruination Mike Ryan announcing the next kicking often, at times on first down. BATES
tennis tourm y
King, whose punting was spectacu- McLeod (Italia, Hill. Sweit). r.e.
Knox. Dill. Cole. Sampson and Dougall fro h had to take, like you young- state < olli s'■
Dick Secor, the i x- lar, pulled a surprise kick front
1. e., Morey ( Fahrenkrug) las. The following lettermen are re!
lay morning. Fireman Watervllle
::.lled an ex-sailor by formation on first down that went Stone (Carlln, Flynn), r.t.
turning: Captain Arn Adams. Russ
l.ball for P. T. oremng
man
who
writes
1
far over the startled Arnold safety
l.t.. M.Nulty (Kaplowiz), Jellison. Clapton Hall. Jack l.a-.y.
mons looked cute with
for
a
local
paper,
and
expects
an
man's
head
only
to
roll
over
the
Dick Gorham. Biireh. Eaton. RaySoba (Fuller, Taylor), r.g.
thi big compulsory gr en tie. Now
apology, he says. . . he has it.
goal line.
look at ti.
l.g.. McLaughlin (Schubert)! mond. Smith. Kramer. Bangs, and
Used Three Teams
demons (Lindholm'. <•.
c. Casey. Malloy. The first four named comCoach Morey took advantage of
(Anicetti, Kelly), l.g.
prise a veteran Penn Relay team. It
ARNOLD GAME SHOWS
the new ruling- on substitutions to'
r.g.. Havanieh '- significant to note that of these
POTENTIAL GARNET STRENGTH
put three full teams into the fray, a Berry (Gorham, Jackson), l.t.
eleven men, there is only one pernoticeable feature of which is the
r.t.. Kowitz former in the weight events.
The scarlet-Clad line that cracked
fi I ti:::- la-t year's freshman squad Murphy (Dobravolsky. Kramer.
Much of the success of the 1933
up the Arnold plays Saturday look
is contributing heavily to capable Mendall), I.e. r.e.. Kiernan (Morey) team depends upon the freshman
to !"■ the besl Coach Morey lias yet
Miss Mildred Fisher of Worcester.
• .- as well as the first string McCluskoy (lLoomer. Valicenti,
ther. demons is as good as
talent, which it at the present time
H . I.
- nks Hue up.
at cent r, and Herb Berry was Mass. will repla.
I q.b.
q.b.. Crowe (Driend) an unknown quantity. Coach Thomp(Kathleen
Sanders)
as
instructor
In
In the second period. Bates start- McCarthy (Wilmot. Fireman,
in the mlddli of every pllenp. Gilson will be searching for sprinters,
FVank s >i>;\ an 1 Big Boy stone hygiene and physical education for ed it.: march for the firet touch-; Roche), r.h.b.
pole-vaulters, and more than anythe
women
Bates.
Mrs.
Spinks
down.
King.
Knowles
and
McCarthy
l.h.b..
Hibble
CMarenna)
the center of that line look like
thing else point-winners in the shot,
resigned
at
the
time
of
her
marriage
.•! stone wall. The sofa, Oarlin,
alternating in carrying the ball ad-'King (Pricher, Lenzi). l.h.b.
discus, and hammer, departments
in
June.
K"ii y. Gorhaim, Lindholm and the
1 from midfield to the Arnold]
r.h.b., Berman (Jenunder) in which the Garnet has been woeMiss
Fisher
Is
a.
graduate
of
the
of them were better than the
yard line. whence McCarthy Knowles , Moynihan. Dillon), f.b.
fully weak for the past few seasons.
Bouve -'Boston School of Physical cut wide around end to score. A
f.b.. Mantelli
usual lin" of second-stringers.
Tin b i kfl ' I may lack experience, Education and has taught swimming, promising feature of the Bates play
Score—Bates 12. Touchdowns VALERY BURATI
but not
y. I.en/i looks to basketball, and hockey at the Boston
lie advance was the excellent McCarthy, Cilman. Referee—s
Valery Burati '32 former editor
me the man who pulled the slicki -' Latin School. She has been teaching
nee and blocking of the! Ion. Boston College. Umpire—Goode. of both the Garnet and the Student
run of the day. but that's saying physical education for the past two entire squad which was responsible Colby. Head linesman—Farrington. is connected with the Springfield
something because King. Pricher, summers at Camp Winnecunnet.
in large measure for the touchdown. Bowdoin. Time—15 and 12m.
Union.
Knowles, Wllmot, McCarthy, etc.,
etc., all did their share. "With a line
like that, anybody could play in the
backfii Id and look good" a visiting
newspaper man in the press box
ventured to say. A lot of credil la
duo Coach Morey. The material was
certainly not tabled as of tho "veteran" brand.

Graduation Leaves BigGap In Track Ranks
—Field Men Again
Absent

Miss Fisher New
Hygiene Instructor

■:-

The Varsity club was host to the
men of the incoming elaas at an informal gathering held in Chase Hall
Tuesday evening. Greetings ■from the
athletes of the college were brought
bv Herbert Berry '3 3 to those present
Following him
Mr
Rowe
spoke a few words on the place of
the athlete at Bates College. Arnold
Adams. "33. member of the L. b.
Olympic four hundred 'metre reiaj
team, next addressed the group iu
semi-humorous fashion on incidents
of the Olympic Games which did not
reach the press. He told of the fine
manner in which the athletes had
been treated
in their stay at the
Olympic village. Several amusing in-
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A PLEASANT HOTEL
OF IMMACULATE
CLEANLINESS.
EVERY ROOM WITH

MARTINEAU'S

BATH.

We Specialize In SODA FOUNTAIH
LUNCHEONS
IT'S "THE" PLACE

(Opposite Yale Art School)

R. E. MARTINEAU CO.

SINGLE ROOM $3.00
DOUBLE ROOM $5.00

DRUGGISTS

235 Main St.

Prescriptions Have Right Of Way

X.
We can show you a varied selection of

1074 CHAPEL ST.

PRIZE CTJPS
FOUNTAIN PENS

New Haven, Ct.

of all standard makes

LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS
LADIES'

SERVALL
LUNCH
44 Bates St.

G"o

LEATHER HANDBAGS
LEATHER BILLFOLDS
BOOK ENDS
CLOCKS

E. Schmi.it

The Blue Line
Lewiston—Rum ford—Farmington
T.T l.ewiston—
7.45 A.M. 12.35 P.M., 4.25 P.M.
Lv U u m ford—
7 35 A.M., 12.25 P.M.. 4.15 P.M.
I.v fjirmin^'Ion—
7.30 A.M., 12.20 P.M., 4.10 P.M.

of all kinds

BARNSTONE-OSGOOD

STANDARD TIME

BOWDOIX MAY
SURPRISE I 111. DOPESTHRS
The press reports from Brunswick
i
n to try to give the Impression
thai thi P il r Bear is weak as usual
In the gridiron business, I hate to
disagr e with
the
p irtorial in:' my trii nd ' tarry, but my
grapevin
ph
j tell me
thai Bowdoin has enough candid
for the backfleld to put the Brunswick National Guard Company out of
As many as six men are
out for each guard position. They
may or may not be any good, but
the facts.
Speaking of our state rivals,
Maine looked pretty good beating
Rhode Island 12-0 Saturday, with
Ig gun in the Black
B
victory. Don Favor is still
iap:.hie of throwing
passes and
George Cobb, who was a backfleld
ace fi r Edward Little when he went
to high school, was a star in tho line
:• position.

Fred C. McKenney

COMPANY

64 Sabattus Street

Jewelers

CITIES aKRVlOI GASOLINE
and LI'KIUCATING OILS
Nearest

50

WASHING anil GREASING
Gasoline Station
to College

LISBON

STREET

Lewiston, Maine

LEWISTON MONUMENTAL
WORKS
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS

Compliments of

J. W. White Co.

James P. Murphy Co.
6 to 10 Bates St., LEWISTON.
Telephone 4634-R

Hotel Qarde

NEW HAVEN
CONN.

MODERN IN EVERY WAY
250
Opposite
ROOMS
Union Station
KATES: $2.00 ii]) with Running Water
$3.00 up with Bath
SPECIAL RATES TO BATES VISITORS

MOREY PUBLISHES
FOOTBALL ARTICLES
W
through the pro-Burleigh
vials, the Associated
l'r
ituff, and the ads In the Portia::.! DO]
per one day I came
upon an article by Coach Morey. Our
b was giving them the real Indope of the Maine football
situation and certainly knows how to
id article,; are on file in the
I nt office if anybody wants to
read them.Had to laugh at the thumbnail
trait the coach gave of himself
"< basing along the sideline and
winding up his handsome nose, each
time one of the backs breaks loose."
FOOTBALL CHANGES
FINALLY MODIFIED
Now that Mr. E. K. Hall and his
football committee associates have
seen the light, gone to work and
rescinded some of their decrees
which astounded the sports public
yea* at the time of the committee's 1932 winter meeting, old
king football looms stronger than
ever.
Acting on the advice of a myriad
of journalists and coaches, the committee decided to drop the punt
kick-off inovation, the rule disqualifying a player found using his
hands illegally on defensive line
play, and other details which, it was
feared, would alter the game. They
saw fit. however, to keep in the
books the statute declaring the hall
dead whenever any part of the body
of the player carrying it, except
hands and feet, touch the ground.
This, more than anything, will tend
to bring football still nearer to
basketball.
Some of the new rules look good
on paper, and may give the football
fans a little more for their hard
earned greenbacks. Such is the new
substitution rule, permitting a player to leave the game and come back
at any time during1 the following
period. It solves the coach's problem
of how to keep the first string men
in the lineup throughout the game.
The first team can play about half
of the first quarter, go out. and come
back again during the second quarter, whereas in the the past this
would have meant a second team
lineup throughout the remainder of
the half. Hockey fans will realize

cidents regarding the 6ignjn„
autograph books for 'beauties -• ~"t
Sunny clime.
He told of .tne JB«t
nese of such men as Doug Fairha„?c'
Will Rogers and other fanious
5
p
who
n uu took
».««— the trouble
- - to
-., icd.
learn'""
J] .i
names of
each
athlete
there
s
.i"*
n
re
so
it,
... -_...,.-.-.
-u tnat'
they might call them by theilr '
first
names.
Brooks Quimby followed with
interesting and humorous story ^"
which he proved that Harrv ».'"
must have been a three letter m
while in college. He claim.-(| ofa
Mr. Howe must have been a ]Jr
man in at least three sports, n.
ing. Billiards, and Football. The fi>*"
he said was quite evidnet since nni'
a few years after graduation !£
Rowe had three little Rowea; Jlu
second was also very easy 8inee j?
was very evident that they had i„
him keep the ball: lastly hiB pro,.
reee In football was evident since k"
was a ball carrier, had remarkahability as an
interferer. when 2
came to the line, he was there, am"
these ought certainly to prove thai
he must have been a letter man

Arrangements may be made for a reunion after the game

ATTILA—"THE
SCOURGE OF GOD'

id

■ ->«S;;:.;.;,;.: W».
;

"Nature in the Raw"—as portrayed
by the great painter, Harvey Dunn
. . . inspired by the barbaric cruelty
of Asia'smost dreaded plunderer...
"the grass could not groiv where his
horse had passed" ...433-453 A. D.

—and raw tobaccos
have no place in cigarettes
WE buy the finest, the very
finest tobaccos in all the
world—but that does not
explain why folks everywhere regard Lucky Strike as
the mildest cigarette. The fact
is, we never overlook the
truth that "Nature in the
Raw is Seldom Mild" —so

ALWAYS WELCOME
White Flannels, Sport Coat and Sweaters

--. :...vc^:::.:.:::: .-^v

They are not present in Luckies
. . . the mildest cigarette
you ever smoked

THE COLLEGE STORE

FLANDERS

02 COURT STUKKT,

Bring Your Films To Us For Developing
s
and Finishing
8*

a

these fine tobaccos, after
proper aging and mellowing,
are then given the benefit of
that Lucky Strike purifying
process, described by the
words—"It's toasted". That's
why folks in every city, town
and hamlet say that Luckies
are such mild cigarettes.

"Its toasted"

AUBURN, MAINE.

HOUR

SEEVIOE

THE QUALITY SHOP"

3 Minutes from the Campus

TeL 1817 W

&♦ W« CLARK
rv™„

D .

Re iste

&

red Druggist

Pnre Drn
BRfe„„.
«» and Medicines
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
' AP0LLO CHOCOLATES

Corner Bates and Main Street

LEWISTON, MAINE

A Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Company

Jhat package off mild Luckies

'If a man urile a belter book, preach a better sermon, or make a better mome-trab than hi, «.i«U». ,L L
bu.Ubn house,n the unds, the uorld u-,U makt a beaUn Pa,h l0 hls ^r^-H^H VA^SERSON
Docsnoc tins exphun the world-wide acceptance and approval of Lucky Se?

Lewiston, Maine
We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

